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Because of todays headline, Spatial Interventions, I named this lecture Intimate Spaces
before I wrote it. To be honest I am not sure that space has a central function in what I
want to say. I would rather alter the title to something like ”The Ethics of Employing
Intimacy in Audience Participatory Performing Arts”.
Still, as a hats of to todays headline, I will let the word space intervene in my definition
of intimacy. Space has multiple meanings; it is both a word for something that is larger
than we can fathom, and a word for what we need, share and perceive in architecture as
well as in human relationships. We build spaces for performance not only by choosing a
location or a scenography, but more importantly through conceptualizing and accepting
a shared experience, by acknowledging a common and processual territory.
I think also the word intimacy has this territorial aspect. Intimacy takes place between
us, in and through our differences. It is not constant or artifactual, but a matter of
negotiation. To underline this territorial take on intimacy, I would like to quote
ethnographer Staci Newmahr’s book Playing on the Edge from 2011:
Part of the difficulty in the study of intimacy is the conflation of the emotional
experience of ‘intimacy’ with the characteristics and benefits of ‘intimate
relationships’ […] For the concept of intimacy to be of more analytic and
theoretical value, it needs to be extricated from the conceptual mire of sex, love,
and romance.
(Newmahr, 2011, p.168)
Intimacy, Newmahr states, is not to be mixed up with emotions of closeness and
connectedness. Rather, it has to do with getting to know something about someone that
is not accessible to everyone, or disclosing such information about yourself. Intimacy is
thus not necessarily desirable or chosen; it is possible to experience deeply intimidating
intimacies. Intimidating or not, the knowledge that is passed on in intimate situations
puts something at risk. Intimacy is not an intrinsically positive phenomenon, but
something that is organized through the different power structures in society, no matter
how we as individuals experience the many types of intimacy that permeates our
interaction.
I am interested in the politico-aesthetics of touch, conversation and bodily experience;
how we artistically frame and sustain situations where this intimate exchange of
knowledge is possible. More specifically, I am interested in how these exchanges are
constructed, perceived and managed within the realm of audience participatory work,
both for audience members and performers. I have been working with these questions
as a dramaturge, performer and project manager for almost ten years. Most notably, I
am part of a performing arts collective called Nyxxx, that works exclusively with
audience participatory performances. But I have approached different questions of
intimacy in almost everything that I did artistically.
I thus more or less have to believe that it is possible for us to not only be organized by
but also organize power structures through intimacy; that it can be empowering to work
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artistically with the intimate or taking part of such artworks. But who does it empower,
to do what? The answer is of course depending on the intentions and efforts of the
artists, but also on the endless factors of the social context in which a performance is
staged. I think it would be possible to do a lecture, or indeed a whole series of books on
any of these factors – for example how space is used in performing arts employing
participatory intimacy (which I will not talk really about), representations of femininity
in performing arts employing participatory intimacy (which I will also not talk really
about), or accessibility for different types of functionality in performing arts employing
participatory intimacy (which is a really interesting subject that I have a lot to say about
but will also not go into today).
Instead, I have in this first part of my lecture decided to focus mainly on the matter of
consent in performing arts employing participatory intimacy. I chose this focus, because
I think it puts emphasis on the complex intersubjective relation between audience
members and performers. Consent is an explosively charged subject in sexual politics
right now, but I think the questions that can be asked around consent have a lot of
applicability beyond the sexual sphere, and not least in performing arts employing
participatory intimacy.
My intention here is not to say that we can translate freely between these spheres. For
example, I am not necessarily propagating for performing arts to always be consent
seeking, though I would when it comes to sex. Rather, I want to trace different
approaches to consent in performing arts employing participatory intimacy. This to
demonstrate some of the possible ethics as well as aesthetics of this terrain, and keep
the question of power alive – for who is it empowering, to do what?
I heard of a performance in London in late nighties (possibly by La Fura dels Baus),
where the artists locked up the audience, shut the lights off and poured cold water on
them without prior warnings. Maybe this anecdotal event can serve as a kind of extreme
on a scale of consent. The effect of such decisions is most likely a breached trust and a
trespassing of the boundaries of the audience. Even though I personally think this way of
employing participatory intimacy sounds like a bad idea, one could also imagine
someone arguing for this on both an ethical and aesthetical level, for example claiming
the legitimacy in scaring the theatre going middle class out of their protected comfort
zone, or doing an effort to explore what Artaud might have meant by cruel theatre, and
so on.
A far more common situation of employing participatory intimacy in the performing arts
would be the cliché of interactive theatre, where someone from a sitting audience is
suddenly chosen to come on stage and subdue different forms of more or less exposing
tasks for an unknown amount of time, while everyone else is watching. This is of course
a strong rupture in the social and spatial contract that is implicitly negotiated when you
sign up to be a spectator and expect to be safe on your side of the line between stage and
auditorium. When performers suddenly start to cross that line, it is most likely intimate
in the sense of intimidating.
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37 Sherrys, AnnLiv Young 2011

A contemporary artist who has this transgression as her hallmark is AnnLiv Young. In
her stage performances, she often initiates conflicts with audience members, sort of like
the reality TV cult leader from hell. She picks out audience members from the silent
crowd through evoking issues like personal identity, life traumas, or politically charged
subjects. When someone starts answering her questions, she will often alter between
encouraging them to open up and insulting them. This process can be deeply engaging to
watch from the side. The performance frame makes it easy to forget the abusive aspect
of it – as long as you are not in the center of her attention.
And, admittedly, there is also a certain level of consent to it; you are not so much forced
to continue to answer Young as suggested by the situation to do so. Young uses the
power relation between audience members and performers to put people who are
receptive to this kind of manipulation in a very vulnerable situation. The question if this
vulnerability becomes a resourse for anything else than the performance is not
answered by or through the performance; it becomes a question for later, for the people
who are pulled into the game. In this sense, Young individualizes the responsibility for
how we hurt or touch each other, breaks the collective weave of the audience.
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Salò, Signa 2010

If we take one step further towards informed consent in the aesthetics of intimacy, I
think we end up approximately in the territory where Danish performing artist Signa
usually work when she does participatory pieces. Here, I need to admit that I have a
slightly weird relation to Signa; I have never seen any of her work live, but I went
through large amounts of her documentation material and different articles about her
on several different occasions. What draws me in is her visual aesthetic; voyeuristic,
anachronistic and dark. An example could be her 2010 staging of Salò – a story of young
persons being objectified and tortured to please a group of libertines. The audience was
allowed to join their life in Villa Salò – witnessing and to a certain degree participating in
it.
In the director’s letter for Salò, Signa clearly states that witnessing cruelty is not enough,
that change is demanded: ”Is it hope that enables us to live on comfortably as witnesses
of worldwide misery? Does change occur when hope is out?” This paradox of artistic
imperatives – Intervene in the misery! Just stand there and look at the beauty of it! –
becomes a way of using the convention of a passive, obedient audience against the
visitors according to a damn-if-you-do, damn-if-you-don’t-logic. For Signa, surely, this is
a part of her point; in Salò she wanted to expose a dark aspect of both spectatorhood
and of being human, and to do that she needed humanhood to be dark. Again, quoting
the director’s letter: ”The things that we usually call ’inhumane’, are they really
fundamentally human?”
Signa doesn’t design for revolt. She writes intricate rules for both performers and guests
to prevent it. She designs for violence and guilt to be a part of the intimacy between
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performers and audience. I have the impression that her politico-aesthetic motor is a
wish of making it so obvious to people that there is suffering in the world that they can
no longer stay passive. Whether that works or not is a matter of debate, but exposing
people to slightly more than they accounted for is surely a part of that strategy.

Nattens gudinna, Nyxxx 2017

Going through different examples of attitudes to consent in performances that employ
participatory intimacy, I of course started to ask myself where on the scale my work
with performing arts collective Nyxxx would end up. I decided to describe us as
authoritarian advocates for consent and clarity. We always aim to market our pieces so
that information about the exact form of participation is the first thing you will find. We
always try to offer simple and non-dramatic ways of leaving our performances. We are
very occupied with making the audience feel safe and taken care of, and we thus test all
interactive elements with reference groups constiniously through the rehearsal period.
We want the audience to really know what we expect them to do at all instances, usually
by unambigous verbal instructions, either in person or through headphones.
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We had propositions that our performances should be offered as relaxation activities;
not because they are about relaxation, but because the insistence on safety and clarity
makes them easier to navigate than life in general. I think the intimacy that this allows
has to do with not having to deal much with personal responsibility, but rather getting
to know yourself and others as a part of a protective collective, for good and bad.

Rest Area, Sara Jane Norman 2007

A completely different way of employing intimacy in the performing arts while still
being on the consent seeking side, can be represented by the Australian artist Sarah Jane
Norman. Roughly ten years ago, I sort of stumbled into her performance Rest Area, that
took place in a truck parked outside a club. The performance functions like this: the
audience stands in a line to the truck and enters it one by one, fifteen minutes at the
time. The truck doors are managed by two guards; not particularly violent, but still
hinting at something managed, regulatory. Once the guards let you in, you find yourself
in a small room with a bed, where Norman is resting, and where anything can take place.
When I look at pictures from the performance now, I realize that my memory of the
space doesn’t really correspond to what was actually there. I remember the smell of
incent, maybe little statues, like I entered someone’s personal space. In the images, the
space is quite bare, functional. I think I furnished the space in my imagination, through
my interaction with Norman. Once I was let in to the truck, there was a silent negotiation
of what kind of proximity or distance could take place between us in that moment. I was
sitting nervously on the bedside, until she gently reached out and pulled me in next to
her, which I accepted. We were sort of spooning for a while. She was very calm in her
body, I was very tense in mine. Then the doors brusquely opened, and I left again. It was
simple and at the same time complex. Who did I become in that moment? What part of
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my history, and hers, was present in that snippet of time? With other audience members,
the situation didn’t play out in the exact same way, or was interpreted differently. They
felt they loved her or they felt they were reenacting a breakup they recently had, or
other things aswell.
For me, this is a very interesting example of inviting the experiences and desires of the
audience as a part of the performance, rather than trying to force the audience into
being intimate in a specific way. Norman’s Rest Area redistributes interpretive power to
the audience. Still, there is something forceful in staging the intimate with the help of the
audience’s inner landscape, even in the form of 15 minutes of spooning. That I
remember these 15 minutes so vividly compared to all the other times in my life when I
was spooning, is an indication of this.

Can I Be with You? , Oak Wattanai Chanakot 2011
To make another example, I want to mention something that took place when I was
performing in Thai artist Oak Wattanai Chanakot’s piece Can I Be with You? As
performers, we engaged in an onehour role-play, based on the wishes of audience
members. In one encounter, I accepted to be the never born younger sister of a middleaged woman. After we finished our role-play, she unprovokedly wanted to offer me a job
in her office. She jotted down her email address. At the same time I could see in her
facial expression that she was realizing that she actually didn’t know me at all; that I was
just someone who had spent an hour trying to become what she wanted me to be. The
characters in this performance were fake, but the relationships became real in the sense
that it left a true connection that needed to be dealt with.
I have now primarily been speaking of how different approaches to the ethics and
aesthetics of performing arts employing participatory intimacy form the experiences of
the audience. But all the examples above involve performers that are engaging in this
type of performances with their bodies, experiences and emotions. There is a double
meaning built into this phrase that I have been repeating over and over – employing
participatory intimacy. Employing means to use, but also to hire someone to do a job.
In the last part of this lecture, I thus wish to invite a reflection on what being employed
to perform participatory intimacy might demand. Let me begin by mentioning emotional
labour, a term coined by sociologist Arlie Russell Hochschild. It is, to put it simply, paid
work with the purpose of evoking certain emotions in another human being through
managing and controlling one’s own emotions or emotional expressions.
In her cornerstone book The Managed Heart from 1983, Hochschild writes about this
term in relation to a group of airhostesses, which she interviewed and followed. Other
business in which the term emotional labour has been used as a tool for analysis are for
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example health care, service industries, sex work, and the performing arts. One can
easily understand how the idea of managing one’s own emotional expressions to evoke
emotions in another human being can apply to a labour such as acting.
Hochschild maps two different types of emotional labour, with different effects on the
employees that perform them. One is surface acting: which means to more or less fake
happiness, interest, engagement and so on. In the case of airhostesses and performers
alike, this might mean to follow instructions such as ”smile like you really mean it”. The
other type of emotional labour is deep acting, which is more about channeling real
feelings in a way that is productive for the encounter. In the case of working as an
airhostess, it might mean to find forgiveness for a nasty costumer through imagining
that he or she is a child. In the case of working as a performer, it might mean to channel
your real emotions into whatever score you are following. In the performing arts field,
we are well-acquainted to different versions of deep acting, from Stanislavski’s ideas of
being real on stage, which has actually inspired Hochschild, to different meditative or
mindful practices that invite us to notice what is there without judging it, or Gestalt
Therapy that has had a huge impact on acting in Sweden, and so on.
Hochschild argues that deep acting is generally a less draining form of emotional labour,
because it allows the employee to experience less emotional dissonance in their work.
Other factors that have been pointed out as facilitating emotional labour are: common
coping strategies in the work place, clear agreements about responsibility, regular
feedback and power to change the form of the work, as well as receiving recognition of
the work from co-workers and employers.
In the realm of audience participatory art, emotional labour has a direct application to
the relation between audience members and performers. Many who do not at all work
with audience participatory elements in their performing art pieces have still been in
situations where for some reason the encounter with the audience opens up unexpected
intimacies – intimacies that are experienced as unsafe, aggressive or just strange. In
these cases, the artists will ask themselves how to avoid such intimacies in the future. In
structures with interaction between audience and performers, both the risk of exposure
to difficult intimacies with audience members and the necessity to handle these
intimacies with an active interest, are heightened. One cannot avoid working with the
relational aspect of the performing arts when the performer meets the audience
members as individuals, face-to-face, and sometimes skin-to-skin.
In most performances that maintain the boundary between stage and auditorium,
pleasurable intimacy with or between audience members is a desired by-product – the
shared laughter in the foyer or the animated discussions on the way home is hoped for
rather than planned for. And all performing art is relational in the sense that it is always
inscribed in a system of relations, both between individuals and institutions. But
something happens when the work with these relations is formulated as the very center
and reason of the performance; when the intimate meeting as such becomes the object
of designing, reframing, managing, controlling and risk-taking.
The more interaction between audience members and performers there is, the more the
performers need capacities to hold unknown amount of possible reactions within
themselves and the audience members. Such capacities are of course possible to both
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learn and teach, or we wouldn’t have any educations for psychologists, airhostesses,
physiotherapists and so on. But in many cases, performers who do this type of emotional
labour have no formal education that helps them deal with the intimate aspect of human
interaction. Rather, they are forced to find strategies on the go, and there are very few
existing institutional structures that can help them deal with difficulties.
I was part of a project where we tried to solve difficulties in managing this type of work
through leaning on the findings of studies of emotional labour. When I was the
dramaturge of a series of participatory theatre productions for youth and children in the
Linkoping based theatre ung scen/öst, Swedish gender scholar Anna Lundberg did an
action research project that eventually lead up to constructing a group for sharing
experiences and inventing collective strategies for emotional labour among the
performers. The group functioned both as a platform for mapping the often silent
knowledge about how to deal with specific situations in human interaction, as well as a
safe place to vent insecurities and questions that can come up as part of that interaction.
Among the more serious subjects that were addressed in the meetings of the group were
how to deal with heavy life stories that the audience told the performers in confidence,
how to offer an alternative for audience members that didn’t wish to be part of a
suggested activity, or how to deal with violence, racism and sexism in the encounter
with the audience. What the group did was basically to meet in connection to every
performance, talk about what they experienced while performing and trying to
collectively come up with ideas for solutions when they had a problem.
This had major implications for the hierarchy in the theatre house, since the performers
owned the artistic process after the premiere in the sense that they had the right to do
changes in the material if they came to the conclusion that such changes would help
them deal with a specific difficulty in the interaction with the audience. It is important to
say that this was possible because both the director and the theatre administration was
onboard with this structure; they were prepared to sacrifice their power over the
performers in order to construct a better working situation. I edited a book about this
and other aspects of audience participatory work at ung scen/öst. It only exists in
Swedish, and is called Att delta på djupet, ie. “Participating Deeply” (2014).
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Den magiska cirkeln, ung scen/öst 2012

Part of the blessing and difficulty with employing participatory intimacy in performing
arts for youth and children is that you will always have their best at heart. This while
also knowing that they rarely come to the theatre out of free will, and that they are the
most diverse, traumatized, conflict rich and inexpert audience group possible. In the
case of the audience participatory projects I was a part of at ung scen/öst, I think
because we cared so much about the emotional safety of our audience, we also came to
care more about the emotional safety of the performers.
The discourse of safety bled from one field to the other. It simply became absurd to be so
occupied with the emotions of the children without also being occupied with the
working conditions for evoking and managing these emotions. Similarly, I think in the
moment when performers and artists start taking the emotional risks of employing
participatory intimacy seriously, this might also have consequences for how we perceive
and judge the emotional risks we invite the audience to take.
I think such a development can lead to a culture of intimate performance where more
things can be done on the level of artistic expression. To draw a parallel, my guess is
that the appearance of prevention of occupational injuries for physical performers, for
example proper warm-ups, different types of somatic work etc., made the possible
aesthetics of physical performance grow. To think of the body as part of our being,
rather than a dispensable object that should perform certain tasks or else it is broken,
enables us as artists to think beyond the categories of director and directed,
choreographer and choreographed, doer and done-to within the performing arts. Even
though in no way we are rid of such polarities in our field of labour, to take care of and
protect the body is generally something that is present in both the educations and
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practices of performing arts. Reflection and practical knowledge about the risk-taking of
audience participatory work on the other hand are rarely a part of either.
Our capacity of performing this emotional labour in intimate encounters with audience
members thus tends to become dependent on either earlier personal experiences or on
the way specific project leaders manage to convey relevant skills to their co-workers.
Being someone who has engaged in different types of intimate performing arts practices,
both as a freelance artist and as an institutional dramaturge, I have seen different
versions of this. Ung scen/öst is an institution with resources that make it possible to
evaluate a working process and invest in finding a common language for vulnerable
situations, which is not to say that all institutions do this type of work. However, shortterm projects outside of institutions might on the level of resources not have much
scope for a collective approach at all. The performers of participatory intimacy might in
a worst-case scenario not have anything in the toolbox except a four-week rehearsal
period during which most of the effort was put on the aesthetic framing of the
performance, and non or very little has been done to itinerate possible outcomes of
actual audience interaction.
Working with well-articulated, collective management strategies to deal with intimate
risk-taking in the performing arts is to my knowledge relatively uncommon. If we were
to see an explosion of this type of management, I would probably welcome it. At the
same time, I think it is important to think of the practice of emotional labour from a
wider, economic perspective. Even if we were to have a situation in which most
performing artists employing participatory intimacy had clear strategies to cope with
the risks involved, these strategies are still a part of a bigger economic and social reality,
and we can expect these forms of management to be coopted by other forms of
management.
As one possible parallel, one could mention how the rise of psychology in company
management during the 1930s might have made working conditions better in many
places and propelled certain equality policies, but was also installed in the name of
efficiency in terms of capitalist production, as sociologist Eva Illouz shows in her book
Cold Intimacies from 2007. To be even more concrete, I know of a case in contemporary
Sweden where psychologists have been hired to interview an entire work team to find a
legal ground to fire people active in the union.
Thinking along the lines of such an example, it is not hard to imagine how structured
conversations and strategies for coping with intimacy can be used by different interests
in the constant interplay between cooperating and colliding hierarchies in the
socioeconomics of the performing arts. Similarly, the airhostesses in Hochschild’s
groundbreaking study were not only managing their costumers through their skills of
emotional labour, they were also managed by and through them.
The employment of intimacy in participatory performing arts is thus not only something
that individual artists or organizations need coping strategies to deal with. It is part of a
whole system of exchange, and can work as key to understanding how society
conditions relationality. One can assume that there are connections to be made between
the flourishing of this kind of intimacy in the performing arts and the fact that the work
environment in general (far beyond the field of performance) is in a process of both
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becoming more precarious and more intimate, as for example Hochschild argues in her
book The Outsourced Self from 2012.
With outsourcing making its way even into the sectors of life-changing emotional labour,
teachers and nurses also have to be ready to move from workplace to workplace and
establish relationships as quickly as possible in order to have some informal social
protection and work well.
The international performing arts scene, with its extreme demands on mobility and its
irregular working conditions, is thus not an exception in the world of labour, but rather
a useful example of the kind of challenges that today’s workers might have to face. And if
art is a playground for both handling and renegotiating social trauma, it is not at all
surprising that these precarious conditions are present in performances, not only as a
represented theme, but also as a relational practice including the audience.
As we learn new technologies for managing vulnerable intimacies, we also become more
efficient workers in different senses. The bar for what it is possible to demand from an
employee can then be raised. In certain circumstances, for example when collective
action is weak, this makes it possible to install systems in which the individual worker is
given much responsibility, very little security, and almost no power over the conditions
of work.
Employing participatory intimacy in the performing arts is not one thing, but many. It
can serve forces that facilitate precarization of our and other fields of labour. At the
same time, it can help us understand how we can form collectives that both empower
and redistribute power. In the beginning of this lecture, I stated that I believe that it is
possible for us to not only be organized by but also organize. To the degree that this is
true, there is an ethical aspect to working artistically with the intimate or taking part of
such artworks. I think in the moment that we start to answer the question “Who does
our work empower, to do what?”, we also have a chance of better understanding our
own position in a common territory. We can start to imagine how we want to live
together with others, intimately, in this shared space that is performing arts.
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